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THE STRWWE S IN COLUMNS ‘UNDER@RINED AYIAL AND S.IDELOJQ?Su
By Karl Arnsiein Dr. Eng, .
Friedrichshagen an Bodensee.
The problem before us is to determine the total #tt6s8~s
in an axially loaded ooluznnof any degree of restraint which is
also subject to transverse bending both from a uniforiilydistrib-
uted load and from concentrated loads. Tilesolution.of this prcJ”U-
lem is of especial importance in the d“esignof aircraft which
consist of slender columns.
Consider the general case (Fig. 1).
A column of length L wnioi.is encastre’ed at the points of
support by the moments Ma and Mb and supports the axial load P
is also subjected W bending by both a uniformly distributed load
of w and concentrated loads.
The length of the column is divided into (n + :, sections
by the n concentrated loads.
If M. is the simple bending moment at a sectioi~betweer.
ar and ar+l and J!iIris the total bending moment then
Mr = M. + pyr
The differential equation of the elastic curve is
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For each one of the
equation of the above form
,...,..,
is
for
(n+l) sections there is a differential
from which
r=n Mb-+x ~
‘z Fr (X-ar) + Ma+ L
2=2+1
Between ar and ar+i the Wluatlon of the deflection curve
Yr = a= cos $ +B r Sin% ‘“~ (wc2 + Mo) and the derivative&
the tangent to this curve is
For t~;edetermination of the 2(n+l) constants A and B the
following
Once
Once
conditions
for
for
“n times
n tifies
X=o
x. L
for x
for x
The solution of
are used:
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these (an + 2) eq.uations
Yr-1 = Yz
Y&.l = y$
~lves the following
values for the constants:
-. -.
Ar = An+c
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in which
By the help og these constants
5Lr
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the form of the shear and
moment curves can be determined, between ar+i and ar.
The moment Mr = P (Ar cos ~ + Br sin $)
- WC2
The shear Vr = ~ (- Ar sin ~ + Br cos ~)
Xm ifoccurs at the abscissa
of Xm falling between
The maximum bending moment
tan~=: gives a real value
r
%+1 ad ar.
Knowing the moments the deflection is then determined from
1. Special case with a numerical example (Figs. 2 and 3).
A freely supported beam is subjected to only one transverse
load. The ccnstants are then
.
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A. =
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The moment between
o to al is Ml = PBZ sin” ~x.
x =
The
and
sin :)
as 10ilg as
which is greater
alto L.is B.
Xmmaximum moment OGC-LCSat the point
L.,.%tan ~=– cot-C gives a value Xu . L - $-nd
than a=.
That is: If tne load
X=o tox=L-;n the
is applied within the Portiori from
maximum bending moment always comes at
the point x = L - ~% and not under the load.
withAbeamof L. 4.0 meters span and
J-EIc = F = 2.0 meters carries
al = 0.5 meters from the left
At the same time it is subjected to
at a distance of
support a load ~ . 250 kg.
an axial load of P = 5000 kg.
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From the quantities
*
CFL I a.
sin. + = 0.248 ;, 00S L - 0.969 ;
T ‘E’; c c-
L
~o.~ — c - 0.4;58
c
One obtains the values of the constants
A. =
B. ‘=
Bl =
The moments
Ml =
M. =
The point of inax~mum
In Fig. 3 the moment
moment does not lie under
0.0248
0.0114
0.1083
x
545.5 sin ~
x x
124 Cos ~ + 57 sin ~
momerLt
‘m = 0.e6 m.
our-;esare s?~own. The point of maximum
the load but at section & = 0.86 m.
Au
2. Special Case. The loads are located symmetrically about
the middle of the beam.(Fig. 4). From the above we find tiiecon-
stants B
. . ..-.. .—- ..—.—
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~ince tineconstants A. remain unchanged the maximum bending
moment in the middle of the beam is
., ,,,.-,. . ,,,.,,.. .
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r=n a
+C
-1
Z Fr, sin # +Ma
r=1
From this formula ail ihe lnCiividualcases can be derived.
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